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ON A FAMILY OF MILD FUNCTIONS
SIEGFRIED VAN HILLE
Abstract. We prove that the function Pα(x) = exp(1−x
−α) with α > 0 is 1/α-mild.
We apply this result to obtain a uniform 1/α-mild parametrization of the family of
curves {xy = ǫ2 | (x, y) ∈ (0, 1)2} for ǫ ∈ (0, 1), which does not have a uniform 0-mild
parametrization by work of Yomdin. More generally we can parametrize families of
power-subanalytic curves. This improves a result of Benjamini and Novikov that gives
a 2-mild parametrization.
1. Introduction
We study the function
Pα : (0, 1)→ (0, 1) : x 7→ exp(1− x
−α)
with α > 0 in the context of counting rational points. In [Pil10], Pila gave an upper
bound on the number of rational points of bounded height on a certain exponential-
algebraic surface by parametrizing it using Pα. The bound on the derivatives of Pα, or
more generally of mild functions, are suited to bound the number of rational points on
the set that it parametrizes, see [Pil10, Corollary 3.3]. The constant C in the definition
of a mild function (see Definition 2.1) plays an important role in this bound.
We will show that for the map Pα, one can take C = 1/α. This is sharper than
the result of Pila, where he shows C = 1 + 1/α ([Pil10, Proposition 2.8.]) and has
the advantage of being close to zero for α large. The main obstacle in bounding the
derivatives is the polynomial in 1/x that appears in the computations, which is rather
large.
The reason why the map Pα is interesting in this field, is because some functions
become mild after composing with it. This has been applied successfully for α = 1 in
[BN19] to construct 2-mild parametrizations of families of subanalytic sets. In Section
4.2 we show our main results. We prove such properties for some classes of functions
which appear in [CPW20] in Theorem 4.3, from which the result on parametrizations
of curves follows in Theorem 4.4. In both results we obtain C = 1/α for α > 0.
If one considers a fixed subanalytic set, there are model theoretic results that imply
that it has a 0-mild parametrization (see for instance [JMT11] for subanalytic sets).
However, Yomdin has shown in [Yom08] that any analytic parametrization of the alge-
braic family of curves in the abstract necessarily has to contain infinitely many charts
(see also [Yom15]). More precisely, the number of charts in a 0-mild parametrization
will depend on ǫ and tend to infinity as ǫ tends to zero. We will construct an explicit
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1/α-mild parametrization of this family where the size of the parametrization does not
depend on ǫ. Moreover, we can do this for any family of power-subanalytic curves using
a pre-parametrization result of [CPW20] or [Hil19]. Taking the above example in mind,
this seems optimal. More on the field of parametrizations can be found in the survey
[Yom15].
2. Preliminaries
In this short section we fix some notation for multidimensional calculus and revisit
the formula for arbitrary derivatives of a function in several variables, also known as
the Faa` di Bruno formula.
Let f ∈ C∞(U,R) be an infinitely differentiable function on an open U ⊂ (0, 1)m.
For ν ∈ Nm we denote |ν| = ν1 + . . .+ νm and
f (ν)(x) =
(
∂|ν|
∂xν11 · · ·∂x
νm
m
f
)
(x).
For f ∈ C∞(U,Rn) we set f (ν) = (f
(ν)
1 , . . . , f
(ν)
n ). Finally, for x ∈ U and µ ∈ R
m we
denote:
xµ =
m∏
i=1
xµii .
Definition 2.1 (Mild functions). Let f ∈ C∞(U,R), A,B ∈ R>0 and C ∈ R≥0. We
say that f is (A,B,C)-mild if for any x ∈ U and ν ∈ Nm:
|f (ν)(x)| ≤ BA|ν|(|ν|!)C+1.
A map f ∈ C∞(U,Rn) is (A,B,C)-mild if all its component functions are. We say that
f is C-mild if it is (A,B,C)-mild for some A and B.
A 0-mild function is analytic, but the converse is not true. The composition of C-
mild functions is C-mild. A proof can be found in the next section. It relies on the
formula for arbitrary order derivatives of a composition, which is also known as the Faa`
di Bruno formula. In the univariate case, in propositions 3.1, 3.4 and 4.1, we will use a
more compact version stated in [JW15, p.51].
Proposition 2.1 (Faa` di Bruno, [CS96]). Suppose that n is a positive integer, V ⊂ Rd
and U ⊂ Re are open, f : V → R, g : U → V and that f and g are Cn. For any x ∈ U
and ν ∈ Ne with |ν| = n we have that:
(f ◦ g)(ν)(x) =
∑
1≤|λ|≤n
f (λ)(g(x))
n∑
s=1
∑
ps(ν,λ)
ν!
s∏
j=1
(g(lj)(x))kj
kj!(lj !)kj
where ps(ν, λ) is the set consisting of all k1, . . . , ks ∈ N
d with |ki| > 0 and l1, . . . , ls ∈ N
e
with 0 ≺ l1 ≺ . . . ≺ ls such that:
s∑
i=1
ki = λ
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and
s∑
i=1
|ki|li = ν.
Here li ≺ li+1 means that |li| < |li+1| or, if |li| = |li+1|, then li comes lexicographically
before li+1.
3. The mildness of Pα
In this section we prove that Pα is 1/α-mild. Writing Pα as a composition of two
functions, we will use the Faa` di Bruno formula to bound the derivatives. The proof
uses the fact that the composition of 0-mild functions is 0-mild. Indeed, this follows
from the theory of Gevrey functions [Gev18], and a proof in full generality can be found
in [Hil19]. To be self contained, we briefly repeat its proof, but formulated in terms of
mild functions.
Proposition 3.1. Suppose that f and g are respectively (Af , Bf , C)-mild and (Ag, Bg, C)-
mild. Then the composition f ◦ g is C-mild. Moreover, if C = 0 we have:
A = Ag(1 + AfBg) and B =
AfBfBg
1 + AfBg
< Bf .
Proof. By Proposition 2.1, using the triangle inequality and the mildness of f and g,
we obtain for any x ∈ (0, 1) a sum of positive terms:
|(f ◦ g)(n)(x)| ≤
n∑
k=1
BfA
k
f(k!)
C+1
(∑
n,k
Bn(k1, . . . , kn)
n∏
i=1
(BgA
i
g(i!)
C+1)ki
)
,
where the sum is over all n and k satisfying the relations stated in the theorem. Since
x 7→ xC+1 is convex, taking the (C +1)-th rooth of the constants where needed, we are
done if we can show that if C = 0 the sum can be bounded by BAnn!.
To this end, consider the maps:
ψ(x) =
Bf
1− Af(x−Bg)
and φ(x) =
Bg
1− Agx
.
One easily verifies that ψ(k)(Bg) = BfA
k
fk! and φ
(k)(0) = BgA
k
gk!, which are exactly the
bounds on the derivatives of f and g. Now in this case, one can compute (ψ ◦ φ)(n)(0)
directly, without using the chain rule. One checks that:
(ψ ◦ φ)(n)(0) =
AfBfBg
1 + AfBg
(Ag(1 + AfBg))
nn!.

Clearly, the composition of a C1-mild map and a C2-mild map is max(C1, C2)-mild.
We need two more elementary lemma’s which will be used frequently.
Lemma 3.2. Suppose that α ≥ 1 and let uα be the map (0, 1) → R given by uα(x) =
1− x−α. Then, for any x ∈ (0, 1) and k > 0 ∈ N, we have:
xα+k|u(k)α (x)| ≤ α
kk!.
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Proof. This follows immediately from:
u(k)α (x) = (−1)
k+1x−(α+k)α(α+ 1) · · · (α+ (k − 1))
using that α ≥ 1 to obtain the desired upper bound. 
Clearly, if α < 1, one can find the upper bound k! instead of αkk! in the lemma.
Lemma 3.3. For r, s ∈ R>0 we have:
max
x>0
x−r exp(−sx−α) =
( r
esα
)r/α
.
Proof. The maximum is reached in x = (sα/r)1/α. 
Proposition 3.4. The map
Pα : (0, 1)→ (0, 1) : x 7→ exp(1− x
−α)
is (A, e, 1/α)-mild, where A = 6α if α ≥ 1 and A = 3(2/α)1/α for 0 < α < 1.
Proof. Defining uα(x) = 1−x
−α as in Lemma 3.2, we will use the Faa` di Bruno formula
for the map Pα = exp ◦ uα. This yields:
P (n)α (x) =
n∑
k=1
exp(uα(x))
(∑
n,k
Bn(k1, . . . , kn)
n∏
i=1
(u(i)α (x))
ki
)
.
The summation over n, k is subject to the conditions of Proposition 2.1:
∑n
i=1 iki = n
and
∑n
i=1 ki = k. Thus, in the product over the derivatives of uα, we obtain a factor:
n∏
i=1
(x−(α+i))ki = x−
∑n
i=1(α+i)ki = x−(kα+n).
Therefore, we obtain:
P (n)α (x) =
n∑
k=1
x−(kα+n) exp(uα(x))
(∑
n,k
Bn(k1, . . . , kn)
n∏
i=1
(xα+iu(i)α (x))
ki
)
= x−ne1−(1/2)x
−α
n∑
k=1
x−kαe−(1/2)x
−α
(∑
n,k
Bn(k1, . . . , kn)
n∏
i=1
(xα+iu(i)α (x))
ki
)
.
We proceed by taking absolute value and using the triangle inequality. Suppose now
α ≥ 1, the other case is similar. By Lemma 3.2 we have that:
xα+i|u(i)α (x)| ≤ α
ii!
and by Lemma 3.3 we find that:
x−kαe−(1/2)x
−α
≤
(
2kα
eα
)k
≤ 2kk!
where we have used the inequality kk ≤ ekk!. Thus by Proposition 3.1 the sum can be
bounded by (3α)nn!. Finally, by Lemma 3.3, we have:
x−ne1−(1/2)x
−α
≤ e
(
2n
eα
)n/α
≤ e(2/α)n/α(n!)1/α,
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using that α ≥ 1 to obtain (2/α)1/α ≤ 2. 
4. parametrizations
In this section we prove some results that indicate that the map Pα can be used
to construct mild parametrizations. We start with a classical example that motivates
this idea. We generalize this result in Proposition 4.2, which yields a parametrization
result for definable families of curves. Proposition 4.1 is more general, but we obtain a
(1/α+ 1)-mild map in that case.
Definition 4.1 (Mild parametrization). LetX be a subset ofRn. AC-mild parametriza-
tion of X is a finite collection of C-mild maps {φi : (0, 1)
m → X | i = 1, . . . , N} such
that X is covered by the images of these maps. If XT is a family of subsets of R
n,
then a uniform C-mild parametrization is a finite collection of families of C-mild maps
{φi : T × (0, 1)
m → XT | i = 1, . . . , N}. That is: there exist A,B and C such that for
any t ∈ T the maps φi,t are (A,B,C)-mild and Xt is covered by the union of all their
images.
4.1. Yomdin’s example. Consider the family of hyperbolas in (0, 1)2 given by xy = ǫ2,
with ǫ ∈ (0, 1). There is no uniform 0-mild parametrization for this family (see [Yom15,
Section 3.2]). We will show that it has a 1/α-mild parametrization consisting of three
charts. We will use the map Pα as a power substitution, similarly to the map x 7→ x
2
in [Yom15, Lemma 4.2] and more generally x→ xr in [CPW20, Proposition 4.1.5].
First, consider the family as the graph of the map fǫ(x) = f(ǫ, x) = ǫ
2/x on the
interval ǫ2 < x < 1. Now, on this interval, the first order derivative (with respect to x)
is not uniformly bounded as x→ ǫ2. To this end we divide the domain in three parts:
ǫ2 < x < ǫ, x = ǫ and ǫ < x < 1. Changing variables, the first case becomes the third
case and the second case is trivial. Hence we proceed on the interval ǫ < x < 1.
Let C be the set {(ǫ, x) ∈ (0, 1)2 | ǫ < x < 1} and let C˜ be the preimage under the
map P : (0, 1)2 → (0, 1)2 : (ǫ, x) 7→ (Pα(ǫ), Pα(x)). Then for any ǫ and x in C˜ we have:
e1−ǫ
−α
< e1−x
−α
< 1 ⇐⇒ ǫ < x < 1.
We claim that for any ǫ the map (f ◦ P )ǫ is 1/α-mild. Moreover, the constants A and
B do not depend on ǫ (uniform mildness). To this end, note that
(f ◦ P )(ǫ, x) = e2(1−ǫ
−α)−(1−x−α).
We use the same approach as in the proof of the mildness of Pα. The n-th derivative
with respect to x can be bounded in absolute value by:
|(f ◦ P )(n)ǫ (x)| ≤
n∑
k=1
e2(1−ǫ
−α)−(1−x−α)
(∑
n,k
Bn(k1, . . . , kn)
n∏
i=1
(|u(i)α (x)|)
ki
)
.
Writing the exponent as 2(1− ǫ−α)− 2(1− x−α) + (1− x−α) and using that e(1−ǫ
−α) <
e−(1−x
−α), bounding the above sum completely reduces to the proof of Proposition 3.4.
(Here we really used that we bounded the first order derivative.) Finally, one should
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revert the transformation in ǫ and map (0, 1) onto the domain of the obtained function.
More precisely, denote Γ(fǫ) for the graph of fǫ, then we get:
φ : (0, 1)→ Γ(fǫ) : x 7→ ((1− P
−1
α (ǫ))x+ P
−1
α (ǫ), ǫe
−(1−x−α)).
Note that we do not need the power substitution in ǫ, as we will show in Theorem 4.4.
4.2. Results on compositions. We would like to generalize this example, using the
results of [CPW20]. Their pre-parametrization result (Theorem 4.3.1) leads to a uniform
Cr-parametrization by using the power substitution Pr : x→ x
r. More precisely, given
a map φ obtained by this result, the composition φ ◦ Pr is mild (up to order r). Using
the map Pα, it might be possible to construct a uniform 1/α-mild parametrization,
which would improve bounds on the number of rational points of bounded heights on
sets that we can parametrize. We will show that φ ◦ Pα is 1/α-mild. This yields a
uniform 1/α-mild parametrization for power-subanalytic curves.
We start with a more general class of functions defined in [CPW20], which also
become mild after composing with Pα.
Definition 4.2 (Weakly mild functions). Let f ∈ C∞(U,R), A,B ∈ R>0 and C ∈ R≥0.
We say that f is weakly (A,B,C)-mild if for any x ∈ U and ν ∈ Nm:
|f |ν|(x)| ≤
BA|ν|(|ν|!)C+1
xν
.
The next result is similar to [CPW20, Proposition 4.1.5]. Intuitively, near 0, x→ xr
is a vanishing function of order r, thus is capable of rendering functions mild up to
order r. In our case, this will be up to order +∞. In the proof of the next proposition,
we use that α ≥ 1, but clearly, it is also true for 0 < α < 1.
Proposition 4.1. Let f : U → R, U ⊂ (0, 1) open, be weakly (A,B, 0)-mild and
suppose that f (1) is weakly (A,B, 0)-mild. Then the map f ◦ Pα : P
−1
α (U) → R is
(1 + 1/α)-mild.
Proof. Of course, we will use the Faa` di Bruno formula and the triangle inequality
again. This leaves us with the task to bound:
|(f ◦ Pα)
(n)(x)| ≤
n∑
k=1
BAkk!
e(k−1)(1−x−α)
(∑
n,k
Bn(k1, . . . , kn)
n∏
i=1
(|P (i)α (x)|)
ki
)
.
Here, we have k − 1 in the denominator because of the additional assumption on f (1).
From the proof of Proposition 3.4, we know that:
|P (i)α (x)| =
∣∣∣∣∣
i∑
l=1
x−(lα+i)e1−x
−α
(∑
i,l
Bi(l1, . . . , li)
i∏
j=1
(xα+ju(j)α (x))
lj
)∣∣∣∣∣
≤ x−(α+1)ie1−x
−α
i∑
l=1
(∑
i,l
Bi(l1, . . . , li)
i∏
j=1
(xα+j |u(j)α (x)|)
lj
)
.
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The sum over l can be considered as the composition of an (1, 1, 0)-mild map and a
(α, 1, 0)-mild map, yielding a (2α, 1, 0)-mild map. Using the relations for the sum over
n, k and Lemma 3.3 we get:
|(f ◦ Pα)
(n)(x)| ≤
n∑
k=1
BAkk!
e(k−1)(1−x−α)
x−(α+1)nek(1−x
−α)
(∑
n,k
Bn(k1, . . . , kn)
n∏
i=1
((2α)ii!)ki
)
= x−(α+1)ne1−x
−α
n∑
k=1
BAkk!
(∑
n,k
Bn(k1, . . . , kn)
n∏
i=1
((2α)ii!)ki
)
≤ e
(
(α + 1)n
eα
)(α+1)n/α
B(2α(A+ 1))nn!
≤ eB
(
α + 1
α
)(α+1)n/α
(2α(A+ 1))n(n!)2+1/α.

Following the strategy of the proof of [CPW20, Proposition 4.1.5] for several variables,
will also yield this result for weakly mild functions in more variables. Now this result
is not very satisfying and it seems that it cannot be improved in general. For α = 1 it
is equal to the bound in [BN19, Lemma 77].
However, if f is of a specific form, we can improve it. The maps we consider are
the maps obtained from the pre-parametrization result of [CPW20]. Our motivating
example falls within this scope. The key observation is that these maps have a good
interaction with Pα. Indeed, the main obstruction to a better result in the proof above
is that we completely factor out a power of x in the estimate of |P
(i)
α (x)|. We will not
have to do this below. Let us be more precise about which maps are given by this
parametrization result.
Definition 4.3 (a-b-m functions). A map b : U ⊂ (0, 1)m → R is bounded-monomial
if it is either identically zero, or is of the form xµ for some µ ∈ Rm and its image is
bounded. A map b : U → Rn is bounded-monomial if all of its component functions
are. A map f : U → R is analytic-bounded-monomial (a-b-m) if f is of the from
f(x) = bj(x)F (b(x))
where b is a bounded-monomial map, bj a component function of b and F is a unit
on Im(b), that is: it is analytic and non-vanishing on an open neighborhood of the
topological closure of Im(b).
It is shown in [CPW20, Corollary 4.2.4] that if all partial derivatives of the associated
bounded-monomial map b of f are bounded, then f and all its first order derivatives are
weakly 0-mild. Thus one could apply the previous proposition to this class of functions.
In the next proposition, we use that α ≥ 1 in the proof and the statement, but it is
straightforward to deduce an analogue for 0 < α < 1. One just has to compute the
constant A.
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Proposition 4.2. Suppose that b(x) = xµ is a bounded-monomial map whose first order
derivatives are bounded on an open U ⊂ (0, 1)m. Let P : (0, 1)m → (0, 1)m be given by
P (x1, . . . , xm) = (Pα(x1), . . . , Pα(xm)).
Then b ◦ P : P−1(U) → R is (A,B, 1/α)-mild with A = 2α(2mN + 1) with N =
maxmi=1 |µi|, B = e
|µ|M2 and M a constant that depends on b.
Proof. We use the same strategy as in the proof of Proposition 3.4: using the multi-
variate Faa` di Bruno formula. We write
(b ◦ P )(x) = e
∑m
i=1 µi(1−x
−α
i ) = (E ◦ uα)(x1, . . . , xm)
where E = exp(x1+. . .+xm) and uα = (u
1
α(x1), . . . , u
m
α (xm)) where u
i
α(xi) = µi(1−x
−α
i ).
We may suppose that all µi are nonzero, otherwise the map does not depend on xi and
any derivative with respect to xi is trivial. We have that:
(E ◦ uα)
(ν)(x) =
∑
1≤|λ|≤n
E(λ)(uα(x))
n∑
s=1
∑
ps(ν,λ)
ν!
s∏
j=1
(u
(lj)
α (x))kj
kj !(lj!)kj
.
As in the proof of Proposition 3.4, we rewrite the formula as follows:
(E ◦ uα)
(ν)(x) =
∑
1≤|λ|≤n
1
xν+αλ
E(λ)(uα(x))
n∑
s=1
∑
ps(ν,λ)
ν!xν+αλ
s∏
j=1
(u
(lj)
α (x))kj
kj !(lj!)kj
,
which equals
e|µ|
1
xν
e−(1/2)
∑m
i=1 µix
−α
i
∑
1≤|λ|≤n
1
xαλ
e−(1/2)
∑m
i=1 µix
−α
i
n∑
s=1
∑
ps(ν,λ)
ν!xν+αλ
s∏
j=1
(u
(lj)
α (x))kj
kj!(lj!)kj
.
Taking the extra factor xν+αλ into account, using the relations on lj and kj, we can
bound everything concerning uα by the appropriate bounds of an (α,N, 0)-mild function
(see Lemma 3.2). Now let I be such that xI = min
m
i=1 xi. Let µ
′ ∈ Rm be given by
µ′i = µi for i 6= I and µ
′
I = µI − 1. Then we have:
1
xαλ
e−(1/2)
∑m
i=1 µix
−α
i ≤
1
x
α|λ|
I
e−(1/2)x
−α
I e−(1/2)
∑m
i=1 µ
′
ix
−α
i ≤
(
2|λ|
e
)|λ|
e−(1/2)
∑m
i=1 µ
′
ix
−α
i
by Lemma 3.3. Now denote K = e−(1/2)
∑m
i=1 µ
′
ix
−α
i , then e|µ
′|K2 = ((∂/∂xI )(b)/µI) ◦ P .
By our assumption on the partial derivatives of b, taking the maximum, this can be
bounded independent of I. Thus we find that K < M for some M depending on b only.
Similarly we find that
1
xν
e−(1/2)
∑m
i=1 µix
−α
i ≤
(
2|ν|
eα
)|ν|/α
M.
Using the multivariate version of Proposition 3.1 (see [Hil19, Corollary 2.5.1]) we obtain
that for any x ∈ U :
|(b ◦ P )(ν)(x)| ≤ e|µ|M2(2/α)|ν|/α(α(1 +m2N))|ν|(|ν|!)1+1/α.

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As we have mentioned in the example, the fact that all first order partial derivatives
of b are bounded is crucial. Not only for the proof, but the statement can fail if it is
not bounded. Indeed, if one does not bound the first order derivative in the example
of Section 4.1, one would obtain the relation e2(1−ǫ
−α) < e1−x
−α
, which is not sufficient
to bound e−2(1−x
−α).
Theorem 4.3. Suppose that f : U → R is a-b-m on an open U ⊂ (0, 1)m such that
the first order derivatives of its associated bounded-monomial map b are bounded. Then
f ◦ P : P−1(U)→ R is 1/α-mild.
Proof. This follows by Proposition 4.2 and the fact that the unit F is 0-mild since it is
analytic on an open neighborhood of Im(b) [KP02, Proposition 2.2.10]. This concludes
the proof by the remark below Proposition 3.1 and the fact the the product of C-mild
functions is C-mild. 
Before moving to our final result, let us point out that by the method above, one
can show that the parametrization of the exponential-algebraic surface on the last line
of [Pil10, p. 507] is 1/g-mild (improving 1 + 1/g). This improves the upper bound on
rational points in that paper to c(ǫ)(log T )35+ǫ.
We will now use the pre-parametrization result of [Hil19, Theorem 3.5], which is a
slight modification of [CPW20, Theorem 4.3.1], to obtain a uniform 1/α-mild parametriza-
tion of a family of power-subanalytic curves. This improves the 2-mild parametrization
of subanalytic curves of [BN19].
Theorem 4.4. If XT is a power-subanalytic family of power-subanalytic curves in
(0, 1)n, then it has a uniform 1/α-mild parametrization.
Proof. By [Hil19, Theorem 3.5] we obtain finitely many f : C ⊂ T ×(0, 1)→ [−1, 1]n−1,
where C is an open cell in T × (0, 1). The map f is of the following form
f(x) = bj(t, x)F (b(t, x)),
where bj is a component function of b, all component functions of b are of the form a(t)x
r
for some definable function a(t), r ∈ R and F is a non-vanishing analytic function on
an open neighborhood of Im(b). Moreover, (∂/∂x)(b) is (uniformly) bounded. Consider
the map
P : T × (0, 1)→ T × (0, 1) : (t, x) 7→ (t, Pα(x))
and set C˜ = P−1(C). It follows that for any t the map (f ◦ P )t is (A,B, 1/α)-mild,
where A and B are independent of t (using the same technique as in the proof of
Proposition 4.2, using the fact that a(t)xr and its first order derivative are uniformly
bounded). Since in the case of curves the walls of the cell bounding the variable x only
depend on t, for any t they are automatically (1, 1, 0)-mild. 
It would be interesting to know whether the techniques in this paper can be applied
to the cellular maps in [BN19] to obtain a uniform 1/α-mild parametrization of families
of subanalytic sets (of arbitrary dimension). For power-subanalytic sets, one does not
really require an analogue of [CPW20, Proposition 4.2.6], as mentioned in the intro-
duction of this section. One could argue by induction instead. The obstacle in that
case is the fact that P−1α (C) is not power-subanalytic.
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